FEATURES
• VP building systems can accommodate virtually any type of exterior cladding
• VP Builders can make recommendations and install a variety of products to meet your demands
• Buildings are designed to minimize deflection

BENEFITS
• Install your cladding of choice for the exterior look you desire
• Allows your building to meet local aesthetic covenants and codes
• Authorized VP Builders are qualified to design your building to adapt to:
  – Concrete tilt-up wall systems
  – Masonry, block or brick exteriors
  – Glass curtain wall systems
VP Buildings’ systems construction methods allow for tremendous flexibility in design. Your Authorized VP Builder can provide a wide variety of exterior wall materials for your building. In fact, these materials can be used in combination, as shown in the accompanying photos.

Varco-Pruden has built its reputation as a leader in the nonresidential construction market by supplying superior service and products to authorized VP Builders across North America.

VP Builders have constructed thousands of facilities for virtually every end use, ranging from large office to small storage buildings. Each and every facility carries a reputation for quality and value.

VP’s Custom Concept revolutionized the building systems industry by eliminating the standards in building design. Just as important, the Custom Concept means that VP Builders can provide you with the wall material you need to achieve the appearance, function and economy you want. In fact, your VP Builder can provide you a facility with different materials used in tandem, be they metal, glass, masonry, etc.

The result: you gain the significant advantages of systems construction, including speed, economy and weathertight roof systems, with no sacrifice in exterior aesthetics. You get a facility that meets your exact requirements.